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Project Title: 11111 Jefferson Boulevard Mixed-Use Project
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Email:

Michael Allen

Michael.Allen@culvercity.org

Project Location: Culver City

Phone Number:

(310) 253-5727

Los Angeles
City

County

Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The Project Site is located at 11111 Jefferson Boulevard in the City of Culver City, and is bounded by Jefferson
Boulevard to the east, Machado Road to the north, and Sepulveda Boulevard to the west. The Project would demolish
the existing buildings on-site and construct up to 230 residential dwelling units, 19 of which would be affordable to very
low income households; up to 55,050 sf of ground floor retail area, including a 38,600 sf market, 10,600 sf of restaurants,
3,900 sf of retail, and a 1,950 sf gym/studio fitness center; and up to 11,450 sf of second floor office uses within a
five-story building. The building would be constructed atop one level of subterranean vehicular parking, with parking also
provided on the first and second floor of the building. A proposed traffic signal is also proposed at the intersection of
Janisann Avenue and Sepulveda Boulevard. The Project includes private and publicly accessible open space, including:
a public park at the corner of Machado Road and Sepulveda Boulevard, a public paseo area with an interior courtyard
adjacent to the ground floor retail uses at the intersection of Sepulveda Boulevard and Jefferson Boulevard, and an open
air courtyard at the third level of the development to serve the residential units. Project construction would occur in one
phase and is anticipated to commence as early as the second quarter of 2022 and be completed by the third quarter of
2024 for a total of approximately 26 months.

Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The Project would potentially have significant impacts on Air Quality (construction), Cultural Resources (archaeological
resources), Geology and Soils (paleontological resources), Noise (construction), and Transportation (VMT). Mitigation
Measure (MM) AIR-1 would incorporate specific construction equipment that meets or exceeds emissions standards,
conduct watering, and limit on-road haul trucks per day. MM AIR-2 would require specific, at minimum, electric or
non-diesel fueled equipment. MM ARCH-1 through -4 would retain a Qualified Archaeologist to oversee monitoring of
ground disturbance and provide sensitivity training to construction staff, retain a Native American tribal monitor for
monitoring and consultation, input a treatment plan in case of inadvertent discovery, and preparing a final report for DPR
Site Forms. MM GEO-1 through -4 would retain a Qualified Paleontologist to monitor, conduct sensitivity training, input a
preservation plan in case of inadvertent discovery, and preparing a final report for the Natural History Museum. MM
NOISE-1 would construct a temporary 15-foot tall construction fence with noise blankets to reduce sound levels during
construction. MM NOISE-2 would ensure that all construction equipment are equipped with noise shielding and muffling
devices. MM TRAF-1 would implement a Transportation Demand Management Program to reduce VMT impacts from
office uses.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

Size and scale of Project
Aesthetics, light and glare, shading impacts on adjacent neighborhood
Air Quality impacts
Consistency of rezoning the Project Site
Noise impacts
Traffic impacts on local streets and Caltrans facilities
Neighborhood cut-through traffic
Traffic impacts of proposed road improvements
Traffic study preparation
Pedestrian safety
Demolition of existing buildings

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
N/A

